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An Approach to Harmonic Current-Free AC/DC
Power Conversion for Large Industrial Loads:
The Integration of a Series Active Filter
with a Double-Series Diode Rectifier
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Abstract—This paper proposes a new harmonic current-free
ac/dc power conversion system characterized by the integration
of a small-rated series active filter with a large-rated double-
series diode rectifier. The dc terminals of the active filter are
directly connected in parallel with those of the diode rectifier,
thereby forming a common dc bus. The active filter enables the
diode rectifier to draw three-phase sinusoidal currents from the
utility. In addition, it can provide the supplementary value-added
function of regulating the common dc-bus voltage to a limited
extent of 5%, slightly increasing the rms voltage rating, but not
increasing the peak voltage rating. Experimental results obtained
from a 5-kW laboratory system verify the practical viability and
cost effectiveness of the proposed system.
Index Terms—Diode rectifiers, harmonic currents, PWM in-
verters, series active filters.
I. INTRODUCTION
VOLTAGE harmonics in power transmission/distributionsystems have become a serious problem in many coun-
tries, with the proliferation of power electronics equipment
into industry. Generally, individual electric power consumers
are responsible for limiting current harmonics because voltage
harmonics result from the current harmonics produced by their
own power electronics equipment. The guidelines for harmonic
mitigation, enacted on Oct. 3, 1994 in Japan, are currently
applied on a voluntary basis to keep current harmonics in
check.
Harmonic current-free rectifiers capable of operating at
unity power factor are required as utility interfaces for inverter-
based industrial loads such as adjustable-speed motor drives
and uninterruptible power supplies in a range of 1–10 MW.
Recently, pulsewidth modulation (PWM) rectifiers consisting
of the same power circuit topology as PWM inverters have
shown promise of meeting the guidelines for harmonic miti-
gation [1]–[4]. The increased cost and loss caused by PWM,
however, would make a high-power PWM rectifier rated at
1–10 MW economically impractical. The reason is that GTO
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thyristors or IGBT’s used for the PWM rectifier are subjected
to high-frequency switching of the full amount of active power
which is delivered to an inverter-based load connected on the
dc side of the rectifier, even if no reactive power is handled
by the switching devices.
This paper proposes a new ac/dc power conversion system
providing a solution to the above-mentioned problems hidden
in the PWM rectifier. A small-rated series active filter [5]
for the purpose of achieving both harmonic compensation and
dc voltage regulation is integrated with a large-rated double-
series diode rectifier for the purpose of performing ac/dc power
conversion. The dc terminals of the active filter are directly
connected in parallel with those of the diode rectifier, thereby
forming a common dc bus [6]. The active filter shares an
electrolytic dc capacitor with the diode rectifier, so that no
dc capacitor is required for the active filter, except for a small
high-frequency capacitor.
The active filter with an rms voltage rated at 5% and with a
peak voltage rated at 7.6% enables the diode rectifier to draw
three-phase sinusoidal currents from the utility. In addition,
it can provide the supplementary value-added function of
regulating the common dc-bus voltage to a limited extent
of 5%, slightly increasing the rms voltage rating but not
increasing the peak voltage rating. The function of achieving
not only harmonic compensation, but also dc-bus voltage
regulation, justifies the integration of the active filter with the
diode rectifier practically and economically.
II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Fig. 1 shows a new harmonic current-free ac/dc power
conversion system proposed and developed in this paper. It
consists of the combination of a double-series diode rectifier
of 5 kW and a series active filter with a peak voltage and
current rating of 0.38 kVA. The ac terminals of a single-phase
H-bridge voltage-fed PWM inverter are connected in “series”
with a power line through a single-phase matching transformer,
so that the combination of the matching transformers and the
PWM inverters forms the “series” active filter. For small- to
medium-power systems, it is economically practical to replace
the three single-phase inverters with a single three-phase
inverter using six insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT’s). A
small-rated high-pass filter for suppression of switching ripples
0093–9994/97$10.00  1997 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Experimental system of the proposed ac/dc power conversion system.
Fig. 2. Single-phase equivalent circuit for the proposed system.
[7] is connected to the ac terminals of each inverter in the
experimental system, although it is eliminated from Fig. 1 for
the sake of simplicity.
The primary windings of the – and – connected
transformers are connected in “series” with each other, so that
the combination of the three-phase transformers and two three-
phase diode rectifiers forms the “double-series” diode rectifier
which is characterized as a three-phase twelve-pulse rectifier.
The dc terminals of the diode rectifier and the active filter form
a common dc bus equipped with an electrolytic capacitor. This
results not only in eliminating any electrolytic capacitor from
the active filter, but also in reducing current ripples flowing
into the electrolytic capacitor across the common dc bus.
Connecting only a commutation capacitor in parallel with
each diode plays an essential role in reducing the required peak
voltage rating of the series active filter, as discussed later.
III. OPERATING PRINCIPLE
Fig. 2 shows an equivalent circuit for the proposed system
on a per-phase basis. The series active filter [5]–[10] is
represented as an ac voltage source and the double-series
diode rectifier as the series connection of a leakage inductor
of the transformers with an ac voltage source . The
reason for providing the ac voltage source to the equivalent
model of the diode rectifier is that the electrolytic capacitor
is directly connected to the dc terminals of the diode rectifier,
as shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3. Single-phase equivalent circuit with respect to harmonics.
The active filter is controlled in such a way as to present
zero impedance for the fundamental frequency and to act
as a resistor with high resistance of for harmonic
frequencies. The ac voltage of the active filter, which is applied
to a power line through the matching transformer, is given by
(1)
where is a supply harmonic current drawn from the
utility. Note that and are instantaneous values. Fig. 3
shows an equivalent circuit with respect to current and voltage
harmonics in Fig. 2. Reference to Fig. 3 enables derivation of
the following basic equations:
(2)
(3)
where is equal to the harmonic voltage appearing across
the resistor in Fig. 3.




Equation (4) implies that an almost purely sinusoidal current
is drawn from the utility. As a result, each diode in the diode
rectifier continues conducting during a half cycle. Equation (5)
suggests that the harmonic voltage , which is produced by
the diode rectifier, appears at the primary terminals of the
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Fig. 4. Synthesized ac voltage vL of the double-series three-phase
twelve-pulse diode rectifier without commutation capacitor.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 5. Operating principle of the commutation capacitors.
transformers in Fig. 1, although it does not appear upstream
of the active filter or at the utility-consumer point of common
coupling (PCC).
Fig. 4 shows a synthesized ac voltage of the diode rectifier
without commutation capacitors, assuming the active filter to
be operating. The waveform of the synthesized ac voltage
would be equal to the voltage waveform of the primary
terminals, , of the transformers, if the leakage inductance
of the transformers were neglected. Each harmonic voltage
in is given as follows:
(6)
The eleventh and thirteenth harmonic to fundamental voltage
ratios in are 9 and 7.7%, respectively. The total harmonic
distortion of the supply voltage upstream of the PCC would be
less than 3% in typical industrial power systems. This suggests
that is more dominant in determining the peak voltage
rating of the series active filter than is . Fig. 4 suggests
that a step change in the synthesized ac voltage occurs at
every instant of commutation, thus requiring the active filter
to provide a high peak voltage rating.
IV. EFFECT OF COMMUTATION CAPACITORS
Fig. 5 shows the operating principle of commutation on a
per-phase basis, where a commutation capacitor is connected
across each diode of the rectifier with a dc capacitor, but with-
out a dc inductor. Fig. 6 shows the waveforms of the ac current
, the commutation capacitor voltages and , and
the synthesized ac voltage . Let us consider commutation
from the lower diode to the upper diode, assuming to be a
sinusoidal current. Before the commutation, flows through
the lower diode with the capacitor voltages of and
, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 6(a).
When the polarity of changes from the negative to
the positive, begins to flow through the upper and lower
commutation capacitors, which act like bypass capacitors, as
Fig. 6. Voltage and current waveforms, where the commutation capacitors
are connected.
shown in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b). As long as half of discharges
the upper capacitor and the other half charges the lower
capacitor, neither the upper diode nor the lower diode turns on.
If no commutation capacitor were connected across each diode,
a step change in the ac voltage of the diode rectifier would
occur, due to the absence of the commutation interval of time
depicted in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b). The instant that becomes
equal to zero and to , the ac current begins to flow
through the upper diode, as shown in Figs. 5(c) and 6(c).
Comparison of the synthesized ac voltage between
Figs. 4 and 6 leads to the following conclusion. Connecting
a commutation capacitor across each diode is effective in
reducing the peak voltage rating of the active filter, because
a gradual change in occurs during the overlapping of
“voltage.” The synthesized ac voltage has a dual relationship
to the synthesized ac current in a conventional three-phase
twelve-pulse diode rectifier with a small ac inductor and a large
dc link inductor, which causes the overlapping of “current”
during every interval time of commutation.
V. PEAK VOLTAGE RATING OF SERIES ACTIVE FILTER
Assuming that the primary-to-secondary voltage ratio of a
transformer is in a three-phase diode rectifier with a
dc-link capacitor, and that the rms value of a sinusoidal ac
current in the primary is , the ac current in the secondary
is given by
(7)
During the commutation depicted in Fig. 6(b), the following
equation exists between and the voltage across the lower
commutation capacitor :
(8)
The commutation ends when . This leads to
determination of the commutation interval as follows:
(9)
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Fig. 7. Peak value of vLh and supply power factor cos  relative to
capacitance values of the commutation capacitor.
Equations (8) and (9) enable us to obtain the ac terminal
voltage relative to the dc-bus ground. For instance, the -phase
ac terminal voltage in the secondary of the – transformer,
is given as follows:
(10)
Based on (10), one obtains the three-phase ac terminal
voltages in the secondary of the – transformer, ,
, and , and those of the – transformer,
, , and . Taking into account both the
series connection of the primary windings and the primary-
to-secondary voltage ratio of in Fig. 1, the three-phase
synthesized ac voltages of the double-series diode rectifier,
, , and are represented as follows:
(11)
Subtracting the fundamental voltage from gives us the
harmonic voltage produced by the double-series diode rectifier
.
It is easy to calculate the peak value of by means of
theoretical or numerical analysis of (9)–(11). Fig. 7 shows the
peak value of and the supply power factor relative
to the capacitance values of the commutation capacitor, where
the line frequency is 60 Hz, the line-to-line voltage 200 V, and
the rating of the double-series diode rectifier is 5 kW (
15 A, 240 V).
Fig. 8. Control circuit for the series active filter.
As the capacitance value of the commutation capacitor
is increased, the peak value of decreases. Connecting the
5- F commutation capacitor reduces the peak value by about
50%, compared to that without connecting any commutation
capacitor. Fig. 7 implies, however, that connection of greater
than 8- F commutation capacitors is not effective in reducing
the peak value, providing a constant peak value of about 10
V. The reason is that the commutation interval exceeds
30 , so that the overlapping of voltage occurs between both
diode rectifiers. On the other hand, the supply power factor
linearly decreases from 1.00 to 0.84 in the range of
F. Fig. 7 concludes that an optimal capacitance
value of the commutation capacitor exists between 5–8 F.
Any capacitance value on the horizontal axis in Fig. 7 is
applicable to another ac/dc power conversion system with
different voltage, current, and frequency, attention being paid
to (9). If another system has the same value in as that
of Fig. 1, it has the same voltage and current waveforms as
Fig. 6. This leads to the following relation:
(12)
Any peak value of on the vertical axis in Fig. 7 is also
applicable by multiplying the ratio of the supply line-to-line
voltage of another system with respect to 200 V.
VI. CONTROL CIRCUIT
Fig. 8 shows a block diagram of a control circuit based on
hybrid analog/digital hardware. The concept of the instanta-
neous active and reactive power theory or the so-called “ –
theory” [11] is applied to the control circuit implementation.
The – transformation circuit executes the following calcula-
tion to convert the three-phase supply current , , and
into the instantaneous active current and the instantaneous
active current :
(13)
The fundamental components in , , and correspond
to dc components in and and harmonic components to
ac components. Two first-order high-pass filters (HPF’s) with
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cutoff frequency of 10 Hz extract the ac components and
from and , respectively [7]. Then, the – transfor-
mation/inverse transformation of the extracted ac components
produces the following supply harmonic currents:
(14)
Each harmonic current is amplified by a gain of , and then
it is applied to the gate control circuit of the active filter as
a voltage reference . In order to regulate the common dc-
bus voltage, is divided by the gain of , and then it
is added to .
The phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit produces phase infor-
mation , which is a 12-bit digital signal of 60 2 samples
per second. Digital signals, and , are generated
from the phase information, and then they are applied to
the – (inverse) transformation circuits. Multifunction in
the transformation circuits is achieved by means of eight
multiplying D/A converters. Each voltage reference is
compared with two repetitive triangular waveforms of 10 kHz
in order to generate the gate signals for the IGBT’s. The two
triangular waveforms have the same frequency, but one has
polarity opposite to the other, so that the equivalent switching
frequency of each inverter is 20 kHz, which is twice as high
as that of the triangular waveforms.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following experiment, the control gain of the active
filter is set to 27 , which is equal to 3.3 p.u. on a
200-V 15-A 60-Hz basis. Equation (2) suggests that the
higher the control gain, the better the performance of the active
filter. An extremely high gain, however, may make the control
system unstable and, thereby, a tradeoff between performance
and stability exists in determining an optimal control gain. A
constant load resistor is connected to the common dc bus, as
shown in Fig. 1.
A. In the Case of Connecting No Commutation Capacitor
Figs. 9 and 10 show experimental waveforms before and
after the series active filter is started, respectively, where
no commutation capacitor is connected. Table I shows the
total harmonic distortion (THD) of and the ratio of each
harmonic current with respect to the fundamental current
contained in .
The waveforms of and in Fig. 9 look like 12-ripple
sinusoidal waveforms because commutation occurs every 30
in the double-series diode rectifier. Before starting the active
filter, the third harmonic current of 5.4% flows into the
diode rectifier because the third harmonic voltage of 1.5%
is contained in the supply voltage . The waveform of in
Fig. 9 does not meet the IEEE 519-1992 harmonic standards
because the THD is 12.0%.
Fig. 9. Experimental waveforms before starting the series active filter, where
no commutation capacitor is connected.
Fig. 10. Experimental waveforms after starting the series active filter with
the output peak voltage limited within 20 V, where no commutation
capacitor is connected.
TABLE I
SUPPLY CURRENT THD AND HARMONICS EXPRESSED AS
THE HARMONIC-TO-FUNDAMENTAL CURRENT RATIO[%],
WHERE NO COMMUTATION CAPACITOR IS CONNECTED
After starting the active filter, the waveform of in Fig. 10
becomes almost sinusoidal, so that it perfectly meets the IEEE
519-1992 harmonic standards. Note that there is a distinct
difference in between Figs. 9 and 10. That is, Fig. 9 has
a sinusoidal waveform because is much smaller that
in Fig. 1. On the other hand, Fig. 10 has a 12-step waveform
because the active filter supports the difference between the
supply voltage and the synthesized 12-step voltage depicted
in Fig. 4, , so that becomes approximately equal to .
Because the peak output voltage of the active filter is 20 V in
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Fig. 11. Experimental waveforms before starting the series active filter,
where commutation capacitors of 5 F are connected.
Fig. 12. Experimental waveforms after starting the series active filter with
the output peak voltage limited within 20 V, where commutation capacitors
of 5 F are connected.
Fig. 10, the peak voltage and current rating is defined by
kVA (15)
B. In the Case of Connecting the Commutation Capacitors
Figs. 11–13 show experimental waveforms, where a 5- F
commutation capacitor is connected in parallel with each diode
used for the double-series diode rectifier. Table II shows the
THD of and the ratio of each harmonic current with respect
to the fundamental current contained in .
Before starting the active filter, the supply eleventh and
thirteenth harmonic currents in Fig. 11 are larger than those
in Fig. 9, due to the resonance between the commutation
capacitors and the ac line and leakage inductors and
[12]. As a result, the THD of in Fig. 11 is 16.8%,
while that in Fig. 9 is 12.0%. Nonnegligible amounts of
third, fifth, and seventh harmonic currents, which are so-
Fig. 13. Experimental waveforms after starting the series active filter with
the output peak voltage limited within 12 V, where commutation capacitors
of 5 F are connected.
TABLE II
SUPPLY CURRENT THD AND HARMONICS EXPRESSED AS THE
HARMONIC-TO-FUNDAMENTAL CURRENT RATIO[%], WHERE
COMMUTATION CAPACITORS OF 5 F ARE CONNECTED
called “noncharacteristic current harmonics” for the three-
phase twelve-pulse diode rectifier, are drawn from the utility.
After starting the active filter, a sinusoidal current with a
leading power factor of 0.96 is drawn, because the active
filter acts as a high resistor of 27 , having the capability
of compensating for both voltage harmonics and , as
well as of damping the resonance. It is interesting to compare
the waveform between Figs. 10 and 12. A quick change in
occurs at every instant of commutation in Fig. 10, while
a slow change occurs in Fig. 12. Thus, the peak voltage of
reaches a saturation voltage of 20 V in Fig. 10 at every
commutation, while it is 18 V in Fig. 12, without reaching the
saturation voltage.
Fig. 13 shows experimental waveforms under the same
conditions as those in Fig. 12, except that the peak voltage
of the series active filter is imposed on a limitation of 12
V inside the control circuit based on hybrid analog/digital
hardware. Note that the limitation of 12 V to the peak
voltage is equivalent to the use of three single-phase matching
transformers with turn ratio of under the common dc-
link voltage of 240 V. As shown in Fig. 13, the waveforms of
and are not affected by the voltage limitation, although
the peak voltage frequently reaches the saturation or
limitation voltage of 12 V. The reason is clarified in the
following discussion. Comparing between Figs. 12 and
13 concludes that voltage saturation occurs only at the impulse
part of during a short interval of time. This implies that
the voltage saturation produces almost no effect on low-order,
below the thirteenth, harmonic currents in . In addition, the
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Fig. 14. Experimental results of relationships between voltage limitation of
vAF and supply current harmonics.
Fig. 15. Experimental waveforms with the common dc-bus voltage uncon-
trolled.
overlapping of voltage which occurs in each diode rectifier
makes high-order, over the twenty-third, harmonic voltages in
extremely small. As a result, high-order, over the twenty-
third, harmonic currents are negligible, due to the presence of
the ac line and leakage inductors and . The required
peak voltage and current rating of the series active filter in
Fig. 13 is given by
kVA. (16)
Fig. 14 shows experimental relationships between voltage
limitation and supply current harmonics, where voltage limi-
tation in the range of 6 to 20 V is imposed on under a
constant gain of . This verifies that voltage limitation
in the range of 12 to 20 V produces almost no effect on
fifth, seventh, eleventh, and thirteenth harmonic currents in
.
VIII. REGULATION OF COMMON DC-BUS VOLTAGE
Superimposing an amount of fundamental voltage on the
compensating voltage given by (1) enables us to regulate the
common dc-bus voltage. Fig. 15 shows experimental wave-
forms with the common dc-bus voltage of 233 V, when no
fundamental voltage is superimposed.
Fig. 16 shows experimental waveforms when a 5% fun-
damental voltage is superimposed in phase with for the
Fig. 16. Experimental waveforms with the common dc-bus voltage uncon-
trolled by 5%.
Fig. 17. Experimental waveforms with the common dc-bus voltage de-
creased by 5%.
purpose of increasing the common dc-bus voltage by 5%.
Note that the positive direction of is opposite to that of
the supply voltage , as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The supply
current and the fundamental voltage applied by the active filter
yield an amount of ac active power delivered from the common
dc bus to the ac terminals of the active filter. The ac active
power is converted to the dc power delivered to the common
dc bus, thus circulating between the diode rectifier and the
active filter. The electric power utility supplies all amount of
active power delivered to the load connected on the common
dc bus. In fact, the amplitude of in Fig. 16 is a little bit
larger than that in Fig. 15.
Fig. 17 shows experimental waveforms when the 5% fun-
damental voltage is superimposed in the opposite phase to
in order to decrease the common dc-bus voltage by
5%. Note that the supplementary value-added function of
regulating the common dc-bus voltage within 5% does not
cause any increase in the peak voltage rating of the active
filter, although it causes a slight increase in the rms voltage
rating.
The compensating voltage injected by the active filter con-
tributes to improving the power factor, due to a significant
reduction of the supply current harmonics, but it produces no
effect on the displacement factor, even in the case of voltage
regulation.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed a harmonic current-free ac/dc
power conversion system which is capable of operating at a
leading power factor of 0.96. The power circuit configuration
is characterized by the integration of a small-rated series active
filter with a large-rated double-series diode rectifier. The diode
rectifier provides ac/dc power conversion, while the active
filter achieves not only harmonic compensation, but also dc
voltage regulation. The active filter integrated with the diode
rectifier has the following functions:
• harmonic compensation of the diode rectifier;
• voltage regulation of the common dc bus;
• damping of harmonic resonance between the ac line and
leakage inductors and the commutation capacitors;
• reduction of current ripples flowing into the electrolytic
capacitor on the common dc bus.
Experimental results obtained from a 5-kW laboratory sys-
tem have verified both the practical viability of the proposed
system and the justification of the series active filter integrated
with the diode rectifier. The harmonic current-free ac/dc power
conversion system is expected to be used as a utility interface
with large industrial inverter-based loads, such as multiple
adjustable-speed drives and uninterruptible power supplies in
the range of 1–10 MW.
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